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ABSTRACT The echo signal of light detection and ranging (LiDAR) system is easily disturbed by various
noises under the influence of intense background light. The signal to noise ratio (SNR) decreases with
increasing distance, which seriously affects the retrieval accuracy of the LiDAR system. This paper combines
local mean decomposition and an improved thresholding method (LMD-ITM) to process the Lidar signal
with a lot of noise, so as to avoid the loss of useful information. In this research, the correlation coefficient
and energy entropy are used to distinguish between the relevant and irrelevant components decomposed
by the local mean decomposition. Subsequently, the improved thresholding method is applied to process
the irrelevant components. It can extract the effective signals which are difficult to be separated from
the high-frequency signals. Finally, all components are reconstructed to get the denoising signal. The
experimental results demonstrate that this method can effectively avoid the short-range migration, suppress
the long-range noise, and adapt to different weather conditions. Compared with the previous denoising
method, the proposed method increases the SNR by about 15%.

INDEX TERMS LiDAR signal denoising, local mean decomposition, correlation coefficient, thresholding
method.

I. INTRODUCTION
The light detection and ranging (LiDAR) is an active
remote sensing technique applied to survey atmospheric
parameters [1]. LiDAR can measure temperature, wind
speed, atomic and molecular concentrations, aerosol and
cloud properties, and a series of parameters to reflect the
atmospheric situation [2]. LiDAR data are usually multiplied
by the square of the distance because this processing can
reduce the influence of the distance on the signal. However,
the real signals may be submerged by the noise in this
process because the components of noise are amplified
accordingly [3]. The noise can vastly reduce the detection
precision and available working range because the laser beam
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emitted low energy. In recent years, many researchers have
focused on this problem and tried to break through the critical
bottleneck via signal denoising. The main cause of noise
pollution comes from dark current noise, signal-induced
quantum noise, amplifier noise, and background noise [4].
These noises do not interfere with each other, and the
total noise can be obtained by summing the independent
random variables. The noise in the LiDAR signal has the
characteristics of continuous amplitude and random phase
in time, which can be regarded as a typical nonlinear
and nonstationary signal [5]. Hence, removing noise is a
necessary but difficult task.

In previous studies, the methods of LiDAR signal
denoising have been extensively studied, such as the
moving average (MA) [6], Kalman filtering (KF) [7],
Fourier transform (FT) [8], wavelet transform (WT) [9].
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The empirical mode decomposition (EMD) method, which
was originally proposed by Huang et al., has demonstrated
outstanding performance when applied to the nonlinear and
nonstationary signals [10]. Nevertheless, EMD still has a few
disadvantages, such as the end effects and the mode mixing.
The complete ensemble empirical mode decomposition
with adaptive noise (CEEMDAN) was proved to be an
improvement on EMD, which increases the reconstruction
accuracy [11]. The variational mode decomposition (VMD)
technique can achieve a nice smoothing effect using its
Wiener filtering characteristics. The research results show
that the VMD combined with whale optimization algorithm
(VMD-WOA) can also achieve better results in LiDAR signal
denoising [12]. The common point of the above methods
is that the LiDAR signal is decomposed into a series of
components and removed the high-frequency components
containing noise to realize the denoising. However, simply
filtering out the high-frequency components will lead to the
loss of useful information contained in the high-frequency
components, which is not conducive to the accurate inversion
of the signal.

Jonathan S. Smith successfully used the local mean decom-
position (LMD) method to handle the electroencephalogram
signal [13]. It can be applied in many fields as an adaptive sig-
nal decomposition method. The multicomponent signal can
be adaptively decomposed into a train of product functions
(PFs) with physical significance by this method [14], [15].
LMD can achieve the frequency directly and instantaneous
envelope amplitude without the Hilbert Transform [16],
so it would not be affected by the limitation of the Hilbert
Transform [17]. Because of the superiority of LMD, it is very
suitable for the time-frequency analysis of the nonstationary
signals. By comparing with EMD, it can be seen that LMD
can overcome the limitation of the end effect and reduce the
influence of the mode mixing problems in EMD [18], [19].

In the paper, we put forward a technique for denoising
the LiDAR signal, which integrates LMD and improved
thresholding method (LMD-ITM). The proposed method
uses LMD to decompose the LiDAR signal into a group
of components, and the energy entropy and the correlation
coefficient are used to determine whether the components
are related. Subsequently, the improved thresholding method
is used to the irrelevant components to extract useful
information, and all the components are reconstructed to
achieve noise filtering. Experiments with the simulated signal
and real LiDAR signal are evaluated to prove the superiority
of LMD-ITM approach.

II. BASIC THEORY OF LMD METHOD
LMD method is a double cycle process. It is utilized to
extract a group of the best product functions from the original
discrete signal by the outer cycle and obtained the frequency
modulation signal and the reserved signal through the inner
cycle [20].

LMD decomposes a complex signal into a set of product
functions through two iterations, every product function

obtained by LMD is the product of envelope signal and pure
frequency modulation signal. The specific operation of LMD
decomposition can be divided into the following seven steps:
Step 1. Find the maxima and minima as the local extremes

in the original signal x(t). The mean value mi can be
calculated by two consecutive extrema ni and ni+1.

mi =
ni + ni+1

2
. (1)

All the mean values mi of two successive extremes are
connected by straight lines, and then the local mean function
m11(t) can be formed using the smoothing algorithm to
smooth the local means mi.
Step 2. Corresponding envelope estimate ai can be

obtained by

ai =
|ni − ni+1|

2
. (2)

Using the smoothing algorithm to deal with the envelope
estimate ai, we can get the corresponding local mean
function m11(t) and local magnitude function a11(t). In this
experiment, the moving average (MA) is used as the
smoothing algorithm, in which the cut-off frequency is
determined by the fixed subset size. Fig. 1 shows a raw signal
with its corresponding the local mean and the local magnitude
functions. The local mean and the local magnitude become
smoother after applying the MA.

FIGURE 1. Five signals (raw signal, local mean, smoothed local mean,
local magnitude, and smoothed local magnitude) defined in LMD.

Step 3. On the basis of x(t), m(t) to calculate the estimated
zero-mean signal h11(t). The local mean function m11(t) is
subtracted from the original signal x(t), and the estimated
zero-mean signal h11(t) is given by

h11(t) = x(t)− m11(t). (3)

Step 4. The estimated frequency modulation signal s11(t)
can be calculated according to the following formula:

s11(t) =
h11(t)
a11(t)

. (4)

Using the same method, the envelope function a12(t) of
s11(t) can be calculated. The envelope function should
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FIGURE 2. Pictorial representation of LMD-ITM.

satisfy a12(t) = 1, this proves that s11(t) is a pure frequency
modulated. If the formula does not hold, then s11(t) is
processed as the initial signal until the signal satisfying the
condition can be obtained. Therefore, we can get

h11(t) = x(t)− m11(t)
h12(t) = s11(t)− m12(t)
...

h1n(t) = s1(n−1)(t)− m1n(t),

(5)

where 
s11(t) = h11(t)

/
a11(t)

s12(t) = h12(t)
/
a12(t)

...

s1n(t) = h1n(t)
/
a1n(t),

(6)

where the objective is to achieve

lim
n→∞

a1n(t) = 1. (7)

Step 5. Then, the continuous function generated in the
iterative cycle is multiplied, and the result is taken as the
envelope signal a1(t), which represents the instantaneous
amplitude function.

a1(t) = a11(t)a12(t) · · · a1n(t) =
∏n

q=1
a1q(t), (8)

Step 6. The new product function component shows below:

PF1(t) = a1(t)s1n(t), (9)

The decomposed signal contains the high-frequency compo-
nent of the original signal. Meanwhile, the its instantaneous
amplitude is exactly equal to a1(t) and instantaneous
frequency from the s1n (t), as shown below:

f1(t) =
1
2π

d[arccos(s1n(t))]
dt

. (10)

Step 7. u1(t) is obtained by subtracting the high-frequency
component from the original signal. In order to decompose
the signal thoroughly, the above process is repeated again
with the new signal as the original signal until up ≤ 1, then
the operation will stop.

u1(t) = x(t)− PF1(t)
u2(t) = u1(t)− PF2(t)
...

uk (t) = uk−1(t)− PFk (t).

(11)

Thus, the x(t) is decomposed into p-product and a monotonic
function uk

x(t) =
∑k

p=1
PFp(t)+ uk (t). (12)

By decomposing the original signal into a series of
components, we can interpret the original signal more
accurately for qualitative and quantitative.

III. PRINCIPLE BEHIND LMD-ITM FOR NOISE REDUCTION
Fig. 2 shows the flow of LMD-ITM method. The main
process of this algorithm can be divided into three modules.
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The first part is the local mean decomposition, which
includes an inner loop and an outer loop to achieve signal
decomposition. In the second part, the correlation coefficient
and energy entropy are used to determine whether the
components contain a large amount of noise. The third part
is the improved thresholding method, which is based on
the traditional thresholding using the denoising method. The
improved thresholding method realizes adaptive and effective
filtering by calculating the thresholding and adjustment
factor. It can extract the effective signals which are difficult
to be separated from the high-frequency signals. Finally,
the processed components and other components are selected
to reconstruct the LiDAR signal.

A. IDENTIFICATION METHODS OF THE CORRELATION
COMPONENTS
The aim of the experiment is denoising the observed signal
x(t) and getting estimate signal h(t). After using LMD
method to dispose of the noise in the signal, we need pick
out the components with a lot of noise to filter, retain the
appropriate components to recombine them at the same time,
the formula is as follows:

h(t) =
∑k

p=kth
PFp(t)+ uk (t), (13)

where PFp(t) represents a collection of the decomposed
PF. It can calculate the correlation coefficient and energy
entropy to determine the index kth for the components
of reconstruction, uk (t) represents the final residual. The
estimated signal h(t) can also be written as

h(t) = x(t)−
∑k

p=1
PFp(t), (14)

where p is the number of layers. The degree of similarity
between x(t) and h(t) needs to be expressed by calculating
a specific correlation coefficient:

ρp =

N∑
n=1

x(t)hp(t)√
N∑
n=1

x2(t)
N∑
n=1

(hp)2(t)

(15)

in this formula the N represent the total length of the signal.
The ρP always decreases until to minimum. The kth1 is given
by

kth1 = arg last1≤p≤k
{
ρp ≥ B1

}
+ 1. (16)

In general, the value of B1 belongs to the interval [0.75, 0.85].
The denoising results of different B1 values in this range are
compared by experiment. In this study, B1 is set to 0.85,
the result can obtain the highest SNRout [21].
After the x(t) is decomposed using LMD, the final residual

u(t) and the PF components are obtained. The E1, E2, · · · ,
Ek can calculated by specific formula to express the value
of energy contained in each PF component. [22]–[24]. The
value of energy in the residual component u(t) is extremely
weak. Therefore, the sum the energies of the PF components

without the residual energy is equal the total energy of the
original signal [25]. The energy entropy Hp is calculated by

Hp = −EP

/∑k

p=1
Ep × (log2 (EP

/∑k

p=1
Ep)). (17)

The value of kth2 is given by

kth2 = arg last1≤t≤p
{
Hp ≥ B2

}
+ 1. (18)

Here, the value B2 belongs to the interval [0.25, 0.35]. The
denoising results of different B2 values in this range are
compared by experiment. When the B2 is set to 0.25, we can
get the best denoising effect. Through the above process,
the value kth = min{kth1, kth2} can be determined. Thus,
the components before the kth component are irrelevant.

B. LMD COMBINED WITH THE IMPROVED
THRESHOLDING METHOD
In recent years, some studies have shown that combining
the threshold technology with the decomposition algorithm
can significantly reduce the noise and retain the effective
information in the high-frequency components [26]. The
thresholding method has the advantages of fast calculation
speed and original signal approximation, and thus it has
widely used in denoising algorithms.

However, there are still some disadvantages in the tradi-
tional thresholding method. The hard thresholding method
ensures that the noise is almost completely suppressed, but it
easily generates local mutations in the reconstructed signal.
The soft thresholding is compressed by a fixed value, but it is
very difficult to choose a suitable fixed value.

In this paper, an improved adaptive thresholding method
is used to process the irrelevant components, to extract the
useful signals effectively [27].

PFp =


PFp −

βpλ
2
p

λp + PFp
PFp ≥ λp

0
∣∣PFp∣∣ < λp

PFp +
βpλ

2
p

λp − PFp
PFp ≤ −λp,

(19)

where λp = σp
√
2 lnN is the universal thresholding,

σp = median
(∣∣PFp − median(PFp)∣∣)/0.6745 is the esti-

mated noise level of the PFP., median(PFP) represents the
median of PFP.

The adjustment factor βp can be determined in three steps:
Step 1. Calculate the maximum value of the adjustment

factor βp,max = [µp + max(
∣∣PFp∣∣)]/δp, where δp represents

the standard deviation of the PF component and the µp
represents the mean.
Step 2. Calculate the peak ratio of the PF component using

Sp = max
∣∣PFp∣∣/∑PFp, where Sp can reflect the sparsity

of the component, and the amount of useful information and
noise in the PF component. When SP < Tr and SP+1 < Tr ,
the number of layers p is considered as the optimal number
of local mean decomposition layers q. After analysing a
large number of experimental data, it can be concluded that
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FIGURE 3. The PF components arranged from high-frequency to low-frequency.

when Tr = 0.06, we can effectively distinguish whether the
PF component contains noise information.
Step 3. Based on the distribution characteristics of the

useful information and noise in the PF component of layer
p and the peak ratio, the adjustment factors for the threshold
values of each layer βp =

(
1− Sp

Sq+Sq+1

)
βp,max can be

obtained.
The improved thresholding method overcomes the weak-

ness of soft thresholding fixed shrinkage and solves the
hard thresholding discontinuity to compensate for its local
oscillation. It effectively reduced the risk of signal distortion.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. DENOSING PERFORMANCE FOR SIMULATED SIGNAL
The established output SNR (denoted by SNRout ) and root
mean square error (RMSE) are the indexes, which are
displayed by specific values. The value of SNRout can well
reflect the content of useful information in a signal, the more
useful information in the signals, the values of SNRout would
be higher. Likewise, a smaller RMSE indicates a greater
similarity between the two signals. The SNRout and RMSE
values can be calculated as follows:

SNRout = 10 log

( ∑N
t=1 |x(t)|

2∑N
t=1 |x(t)− x∗(t)|

2

)
, (20)

RMSE =

√
1
N

∑N

t=1
(x(t)− x∗(t))2, (21)

In the above formula, x(t) represents the original signal and
x∗(t) represents the denoised signal.

We add 5dB White Gaussian noise and the photon shot
noise to the pure LiDAR signal to synthesize a simulated
signal. It shows the decomposition of the simulated signal
into eight components by LMD method, and the components
distributed from the high to low frequencies in Fig. 3. It is well
established that LMD method removes the high-frequency
components gradually. As shown in the figure, compared
with the other components, the first component contained the
maximum energy, which included the highest frequency [28].
This implies that several PF components in front contain most
of the noise in the LiDAR signal, as these components will be
processed further.

Fig. 4 shows the correlation coefficient with different PF
components in a curvilinear way and the histogram of the
PF energy entropy. According to (16) and (18), the optimum
value of kth is set to 3, and PF3 to PF8 is set as the relevant
component.

The results of processing noisy simulated signals by two
different denoising methods show in Fig. 5. The improved
thresholding method could adaptively filter out the noise
in the simulated signal according to the PF component,
effectively reduce the influence of White Gaussian noise
and photon shot noise in the signal and greatly improve
the SNR.

It carries out experiments on the simulated signals with
different degree of noise interference. Table 1 lists the values
of SNRout /RMSE of the two methods after the denoising of
the simulated signals when the SNRin values varying from
1 dB to 8 dB. In this table the values of SNRout are before
the slash and the values of RMSEs are after the slash. It can
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FIGURE 4. Curve of correlation coefficient with PFp and histogram of PFp
energy entropy.

FIGURE 5. The results of processing noisy simulated signal by LMD and
LMD-ITM methods.

be seen from this experiment that the proposed method is
superior and stable.

B. EXPERIMENTS ON REAL LIDAR SIGNAL
We apply the LMD-ITM method to real data measured
using a ground-based LiDAR. The Nanjing University of
Information Science & Technology (118.7 ◦N, 32.2 ◦E)
recorded the systematic observation of the aerosol extinction
coefficient. This experiment uses the Rayleigh-Raman-Mie
LiDAR developed by the Anhui Institute of Optics and Fine

TABLE 1. Denoising performance of the LMD and LMD-ITM.

Mechanics, Chinese academy of sciences [29]. The LiDAR
system consists of a diode-pumped Nd:YAG laser with a
pulse output wavelength of 532 nm, the repetition frequency
of 20 Hz, and the pulse energy of 200 mJ. The receiving
element consists of the Cassegrain telescope with a diameter
of 400 mm and a field of view of 2 mrad. A photomultiplier
receives the laser radar echo signal with a range resolution
of approximately 30 m. The working principle of LiDAR
system is described as follows: Firstly, the laser pulse is
generated by the synchronous trigger of the laser module,
and then the light is fed into the fiber through a coupler.
The telescope accomplishes the transmitting of the laser pulse
and receiving of the echo signals. Finally, the photoelectric
conversion is carried out by a photoelectric detector, and
the data is collected and transmitted to the upper computer.
After getting the echo signal, the signal should be pre-
processed, including geometric overlap factor correction and
range square correction, etc.

In the actual observation, the echo signal received by the
telescope is limited. The reason behind this phenomenon
is that the axial directions of the LiDAR transmission
and receiving systems are different. Therefore, we use
the geometric overlap factor (GOF) [30] to correct the
received signal. Fig. 6 shows the application of WT, LMD,
CEEMDAN, EMD-STRP, VMD-WOA, and LMD-ITM in
removing noise from the GOF-corrected signal. The signal
at 1.2–2 km is amplified locally, which can depict the
denoising effect clearly. In the figure, LMD only removes
the high-frequency signal by modal decomposition without
achieving true denoising, with the signal remaining sig-
nificantly noisy. Due to the endpoint effect, the denoising
results by EMD-STRP method deviated from the original
signal at 1.2 km. In the short-range, the signal processed
by the VOM-WOA method is too smooth, which causes the
denoising signal deviated completely from the original signal.
In contrast, the result of LMD-ITM fit the original signal
almost without any deviation. This experiment proves that
LMD-ITM method can effectively avoid the phenomenon of
short-range offset.

In addition to the influence of the noise on the LiDAR
signal, distance is also an important factor. The intensity of
the LiDAR signal changed according to the distance, when
the distance of the signal is longer, the attenuation of SNR
is more serious. The range square corrected (RSC) signal
is calculated by multiplying the signal by the square of the
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FIGURE 6. Comparison of denoising results of the GOF-corrected signal
from the LMD-ITM and other methods.

distance, and this processing can reduce the influence of
the distance on the signal. However, it not only enhances
the echo signal but also enhances the noise in the signal.
With the increase of distance, the whole signal changes
dramatically, and the effective signal strength is gradually
reduced and submerged by noise. LMD can decompose the
signal into a series of PF components, which are arranged
from high-frequency to low-frequency. According to the
characteristics of the PF component, the amplitude of the
high-frequency components decays rapidly with the increase
of the decomposition level, the noise can be filtered out more
efficiently, and the valid signal can be extracted from the RSC
signal.

Fig. 7 shows the RSC signal after denoising, corresponding
to the six kinds of denoising methods. Due to the uncertainty
of the thresholding value of WT, the denoised results of
WT are not ideal, where the high-frequency signals are not
completely filtered. The phenomenon of short-range offset
exists in CEEMDAN, EMD-STRP, and VMD-WOAmethods
in the 1–2 km short-range signal. The figure shows that the
echo signal has improved smoothness after denoising using
LMD-ITM method, and precisely retains the changing trend
of the signal. In addition, the updated signal reduces the
interference of noise, as the improved thresholding method is
adopted in the optimization process. By comparing with other
methods, LMD-ITM method can suppress the sharp change
of the long-range signal after 8 km and demonstrate good
denoising performance.
1SNR = [(SNRL − SNRW )

/
SNRW ] × 100% are cal-

culated as a performance index, where SNRL and SNRW

FIGURE 7. Comparison of the six methods for the RSC signal.

represent the SNRs of the proposed and traditional meth-
ods [31]. The index shows that the improvement of SNR
varies with different methods. Then the SNRs of LMD-ITM
and EMD-STRP are substituted into the formula as a new
method and traditional method respectively.

FIGURE 8. The percentage of incremental SNR by LMD-ITM method and
EMD-STRP method.

Fig. 8 shows the 1SNR results, which indicate that 1SNR
increased with the distance. When the distance increases
from 1 km to 3 km, the 1SNR increases sharply from 8%
to 12%. Then, as the distance increases from 3 km to 10 km,
the 1SNR increases from 12% to 15%. The results show
that the LMD-ITM method had a significant effect on the
signal denoising at long-range. Although the 1SNR will not
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FIGURE 9. The aerosol extinction coefficient profiles under different
weather conditions.

vary dramatically with increasing distance, it maintains a high
value.

C. RETRIEVAL OF THE ATMOSPHERIC EXTINCTION
COEFFICIENT PROFILES
In further processing, the aerosol extinction coefficient (EC)
can be retrieved based on the denoising signal by the Fernald
method [32]. Fig. 9 compares the results of EC profiles
under different weather conditions. The blue line and the
red line respectively represent the EC profiles, which are
retrieved by the before and after denoising signals. The
LiDAR data for the experiment were detected on 18, 19, 24,
and 25 May 2017. It can be seen from the figure that the EC
profiles are retrieved by the denoising signals with LMD-ITM
has better smoothness. As the distance increases, the signal
strength gradually decreases and becomes noisier. Although
the original EC profiles after 6 km gradually became strongly
fluctuating, the useful signals still can be extracted from
the denoising signal. This highly efficient denoising method
can generate an accurate EC profile, thus increasing the
availability of data. This experiment shows that the method
used in this paper can adapt to different weather conditions,
and it has a strong universality.

Fig. 10 illustrates the EC profiles and the RMSE obtained
by two kinds of denoising signals. The red and blue curves
in the figure represent the EC profiles retrieved by the
denoising signals with EMD-STRP and LMD-ITM. The
vertical lines represent the RMSE value of this position.
The shorter the length of the vertical line, the smaller the
RMSE values, which means the lower the error of the result.
The two methods have significantly different RMSE, and
the LMD-ITM method offers a great advantage with respect
to the extinction coefficient inversion both at short and
long distances. Thus, the results show that our proposed
method had good stability. When distances less than 2 km,
a certain deviation of EMD-STRP method can lead to
poor denoising effect. Nevertheless, the LMD-ITM method
effectively optimizes the problem of short-range offset. With

FIGURE 10. The RMSE of the EC profiles retrieved by two kinds of
denoising signals.

the increase of distance, the RMSE of the EC profile retrieved
by EMD-STRP method also increases. However, the RMSE
of the EC profile retrieved by the LMD-ITM method is
still low, thus indicating that the LMD-ITM method validly
restrains the noise in the long-range signal after 8 km.

V. CONCLUSION
A new denoising method is applied to the LiDAR signal,
which is named LMD-ITM. The method decomposed the
LiDAR signal into different frequency components through
LMD. The energy entropy and the correlation coefficient
are calculated to select the components related to the pure
signal. Subsequently, an adaptive thresholding method is
designed to filter the noise and retain useful signals as
much as possible. The first experiment uses LMD and
LMD-ITM to process the simulated LiDAR signal which
contaminates with White Gaussian noise and the photon
shot noise. The results show that the improved thresholding
method is feasible and effective. In the second experiment,
to analyze the denoising effect more intuitively, WT, LMD,
CEEMDAN, EMD-STRP, VMD-WOA, and LMD-ITM are
used to real LiDAR signal. These tests show that LMD-ITM
method reduced the uncertainty in the denoising signal better
than the other methods. Furthermore, the results indicate that
LMD-ITM method not only eliminates the proximal biases,
but also achieves the superior denoising effect in the long-
range. As compared with the traditional denoising methods,
the proposed LMD-ITM method increases the SNR by about
15%. Finally, the experiment performed that profiles of the
aerosol extinction coefficient retrieved from the different
denoised signals can prove the generality of LMD-ITM. This
method reduces the error in the LiDAR retrieval and improves
the performance of LiDAR.
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